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Water marble mug with acrylic paint

These colorful marble cups are a simple craft with nail polish! This nail polish marble technique manages to easily give away or hold pretty marble dipped cups. Remember a while when I made arguably the most beautiful DIY marble jug in the world? Well, I couldn't get enough of playing with nail polish and that made resisting the urge to make DIY marble cups impossible. The
process here is similar, so scroll through for details! I love the idea of a set of cups in different bright, happy colors (as I did here) either keep yourself or split up and give as gifts! This is another sweet, simple, inexpensive project that's so much fun. And addicted. Consider yourself warned! The first step to marble the most beautiful cups in the world is to fill a disposable pan (or
something that doesn't bother you to be constantly dyed with nail polish) 2 – 3 full of warm water. Add more or less depending on how high on your mug you want to achieve the color. Make a sign on the inside of your pan to indicate the water level so that you can fill it in the same place each time you make multiple cups. Then add your nail polish! Pour it onto the surface of the
water, adding more or less depending on whether you want to show more or less white through your marble pattern. Work super fast, use a toothpick or skewer to swirl the nail polish over the surface of the water to create the marble effect, but don't think too hard about it! You don't want to drive crazy about a simple process and you want to move quickly so that the nail polish is
not set up on the water. Move just as fast, the next step is to darken your cup in the nail polish water. Go straight and straight up to achieve the dipped look. Move the cup to a protected surface to fully dry to avoid rubbing the surface of the cup until completely dry. I prefer to sit mine on a bit to raise it a little (like a few skewers) so that it doesn't stick to the surface on which it dries,
and I let it sit and dry overnight before touching it again. For each cup, you need to drop the water and start over, whether you change their color or not. Since the nail polish will be placed on the water, it will be too thick and gloppy to get more than one bath at a time. Otherwise, it's an easy process of swirling and dunking! Once dry, a super light and thin fur of dishwasher safe
ModPodge (as we used with the golden glitter cups) and your cups will be protected during washing, too! (But hand washing, to be sure, is never a Idea.) And that, friends, is all there is! I hit the dollar shop for these nail polishcolors and chose the happiest, brightest colors I could find to make a set of cups that is quite adorable. (The lesson? This is not how you charge your 8.99
dollar bottles essie!) You could split them up and give them one by one, give the whole set away or just dress up your own mug collection! you do you have a mug collection right? Ours is quite extensive and because I can't stop dressing them up with things like nail polish and gold glitter and Sharpie Marker, it just keeps growing. Oops! Do you feel like some cups or do you
otherwise feel inspired to get smart? I would like to take a look! Use the hashtag #thesweetestDIY on Instagram so I can see! Basic White Ceramic Mug Nail Polish (cheap stuff is fine) wooden skewers or toothpick hot water disposable pan or bucket (it will be ruined) Nail polish remover cotton balls or cotton pads dishwashing safe ModPodge Small craft brush Fill a disposable pan
(or something you don't mind, permanently dyed by nail polish) 2 – 3 full of warm waterAdd more or less water depending on how high on your cup you want to achieve the colorwillbemake a mark on the inside of your pan to indicate the water level so that you can fill it each time you make several cupsAdd nail polish by pouring it on the surface of the water, adding more or less
depending on whether you want to add more or less depending on whether you want to To show through your marble patternwork super fast, use a toothpick or skewer to swirl the nail polish over the surface of the water to create the marble effectDunk your cup into the nail polish water. Go straight down and straight up, to the submerged lookMove the cup to a protected surface
completely dry, avoid rubbing the surface of the cup until completely dryLeave until completely dryLeave and dry overnight before touching them againFor each cup you need to throw the water and start from the front, regardless of whether you change colorOnce dry, a super light and thin layer of dishwasher safe ModPodge applied with a small craft brush (I like foam brushes)
Photos by Alice G. Patterson for The Sweetest Occasion.] INSIDE : Learn how to make marble craftsmanship with simple acrylic paint. A complete guide to make gorgeous marble DIY projects every time with these simple tips. This post may contain affiliate links. Full disclosure can be found here. I have done some marbled craft projects during my blogging years. I love how
every marbled project you do is completely different from the last. Even with the same materials, the same colors and many other similar variables – the result can take on a completely new look every time! Are you looking for ALL details about marbling projects? My Marbling 101 post could be exactly what you're looking for! I have a handful of projects on my blog done with
acrylic paint. It can be a little more difficult, but definitely done. I made a few marbled glasses and even these adorable pumpkins were marbled with acrylic paint. Using my very favorite color medium in marbled DIY projects is probably nail polish. However, if you are looking for a fun and even kids friendly marbled technique, using shaving cream is the way to go! But today I will
take you through all Details of the marbling with acrylic paint. Maybe you are also interested in the BOOK I wrote all about Marbling projects!! What supplies do you need when you are tinkering with simple acrylic paint marbled? The main basic supply needed when acrylic paint marbling are below: water OR liquid thickness wood skewered container acrylic paints 4 disposable
plastic mug thick paper such as card paper or watercolor paper Other items you might have marble: pieces of wood, ornaments, gift tags How to float acrylic paint on water : The best way I have found to float the acrylic paint on water is with liquid starch. If you can't find liquid starch (I could only find it in the local grocery store), I have a simple recipe to make your own. I searched
high and low for liquid starch and could only find one brand in my local grocery store. No other stores seemed to carry liquid starch... but the Sta-Flo brand worked wonderfully, so it seemed worth looking for. Ingredients for homemade liquid starch: 1 tbsp corn starch 1/4 cup cold water 3 3/4 cup tap water 2-3 drops of fragrant essential oil or lemon juice (optional) How to make
homemade liquid starch: 1-bring 3 3/4 cup tap water for roll cooking. 2-While they wait for water to boil, mix the tablespoon of corn starch into cold water. Stir constantly until the corn starch is completely dissolved. 3-Once water boils, slowly stir in corn starch mixture. 4-When using essential oil or lemon juice, add to the mixture and stir for a minute. 5-Remove from the heat and
allow to cool. 6-After cooling, add to a single-quart spray bottle. 7-Next, fill each of your plastic cups with a small amount of acrylic paint. What is the best way to use acrylic paint when water marbling? In my opinion, all the acrylic paints I've tried have worked pretty well when I've done Marbling projects. I have noticed that heavier colors sometimes sink to the bottom of your
container and do not swim on top when you use water. If you see that the color you are using seems to be heavier, you have a few options. First, you can add smaller amounts of color at once, as that sometimes makes it easier to weigh weight and float a bit more. You can also use your color a little with equal parts water thin. You can also turn off the water and use the liquid
starch instead. Liquid starch is a much denser liquid and often lets the color sit at the top so you can dip an element into it for marbling. (See recipe to make homemade liquid starch above.) How to water marble with acrylic paint: To dilute your color a little, Add water to your acrylic paint in equal parts and mix with a wooden skewer. You should go for a milky look at your color. If
you add too much water and you will lose the vivid colors. Slowly drip the color into your liquid starch mixture. With the wooden skewer, run it easily through your colors to create a beautiful marbled effect. Too much stirring will muddy the colors, so do a few simple swirls. Cut your box to size and dip the front of your paper slightly into the color/water thickness mixture. Note: There
is no need to completely darken the paper unless you want both sides of the paper marble. Once you have dipped the fronts of your paper, set them aside to dry on paper towels. When the paper starts to dry, you can place under a few heavy books to keep a flattened shape. See how DIY marble bookmarks with this technique. Can you marsincere acrylic paint on canvas? Yes!
Almost any object that you can easily immerse in your container can be marbled with acrylic paint. The main problem with marbling on canvas would be to find a canvas that will fit into your disposable container. But otherwise canvas marbling would be a great creative idea! Where can I buy marbling paint? I think the use of normal craft acrylic paint is just fine for most marble
projects. But if you're really looking for a marbling color I've heard good things about this Bokuundo Marbling Paper Origami Marbling Kit. If you want to pour acrylic paint, this FolkArt Marbling Paint Pour Set is a favorite. Marble with acrylic paint for beginners or children: Marbling is a great craft fun for people who are just starting out, and also for children. It is a technique that can
really go many different ways without any concrete right or wrong ways. If you are a beginner or super advanced, you can still create beautiful marbled projects! Be careful when you are marbling with children and using acrylic paints to place a washable or wipeable tablecloth and put on faux clothes. If you are looking for how to do all kinds of marbling projects, you could enjoy
this: How to make marble with nail polish How to cream marble with shaving cream
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